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Abstract - This suggests new strategies for balancing load in a wireless network connected in star topology. The loads are assigned 
to each processor using divisible load theory & Different techniques [II], [III], [IV], and [V]. Divisible load theory suggests that a 
load can be divided arbitrarily such that each fraction of the load can be independently assigned and computed in any processor 
present in the network. Wireless networks are connected in such a manner that     they as assemble a distributed system most of the 
times, which makes load balancing an important technique to maximize the throughput from the system. A wireless sensor network   
generally consists of a base station (or Gateway) which communicates with other nodes present in the network. The other nodes are 
used for Measuring and collecting various environmental and Intelligence related data.  The network that we have considered is 
connected with the central node being the base station and the other nodes are used for calculation of load distributed by the central 
node.  Load balancing involves distribution of all computational and communicational activities over two or more processors, links 
or any other computational devices present in the network. The main thing behind this is load balancing is to reduce the execution 
time of the load and to make sure that all the resources present in the system are utilized optimally. The IEEE 802.11 standard does 
not provide any mechanism to resolve load imbalance. To reduce this deficiency, various load balancing schemes have been 
designed. These techniques commonly take the approach of directly controlling the user-AP association by deploying Proprietary 
client software or hardware. Load balancing Features in their device drivers, AP firm wares, and WLAN cards. In these solutions, 
APs broadcast their load levels to users via modified beacon messages and each user chooses the least-loaded AP.  

Keywords - Load balancing, WLAN, Min-Max Load balancing, Load, Access point.  

 
I. INTRODUCTION  

 Load balancing is distributing processing and 
communications activities evenly across a computer 
network so that no single device is overwhelmed. It is a 
technique to distribute the Workload evenly across two 
or more computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or 
other resources. The purposes of load balancing are to 
achieve optimal resource utilization, maximize 
throughput, minimize response time, and avoid 
overload. The traditional load balancing with load unit 
migration from one processing element to another when 
load is light on some processing elements and heavy on 
some other processing elements. It involves migration 
decision, i.e. which load unit(s) should be migrated and 
then migration of load unit to other nodes; also include 
[III] Divisible Load Theory (DLT). Load balancing is a 
technique used to distribute load on server to increase 
performance and speed of work designated to particular 
server. There are various techniques that can be used to 
accomplish load balancing task with the help of 
different types of computer hardware and software 
components. Application of load balancing is used by 
different companies that conduct huge business 
transactions using internet. It is normally done to ensure 
that all their clients are able to conduct business 

activities with ease and accuracy. Load balancing 
improves the performance of server due to distributed 
load and is used for busy and large networks .Without 
balancing load in busy networks it is very difficult to 
satisfy the entire request issued to server. Organization 
into the web services or online business normally makes 
use of load balancing technique and engages two web 
servers (or more servers accordingly). If one of the web 
server gets overloaded or goes off, in that case alternate 
server activates and access the requested load. Load 
balancing is done by assigning particular service time 
for each process in order to ensure that several requests 
are handled without causing traffic. In other words, 
specific time is assigned to each process in the server for 
its execution and the process no more stay in the server 
once service time extends. Once load balancer works 
actively, service time reduces for each process reduces. 

 Load balancing is particularly useful for parallel 
and distributed systems where we have to share the 
workload to get the maximum throughput from the 
System. Most distributed systems are characterized by 
the distribution of both physical and logical features. 
The architecture of a distributed system is generally 
modular in nature. 
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Fig. 1: Communication between different clients 

 Most of the distributed systems support different 
types and numbers of processing elements. The system 
resources like hardware, software, data, user software 
and user data are distributed across the system. An 
arbitrary number of system and user processes can be 
executed on various machines in the system. Factors   to   
consider   when   selecting   a   machine   for   process   
execution   include the availability of resources and its 
optimal use.  In  a  distributed  system  environment, a 
load balancing  algorithm  seeks  the  least  busy  
machine.  At the same time, the load balancing   
algorithm   must   not   overload   the   system. Ideally,   
the   load balancing algorithm selects the machine for 
process execution based on available information about 
all the resources present in the system. The  problem  
that  we  study  is  the  load  distribution  among  access  
points  in the most  client way.  The standard way to 
connect wireless hosts (laptops, net books, smart 
phones, etc.)To access points is to connect to the access 
point with the strongest signal.  This is a very good way 
to acquire the best bitrates possible, but it's not the 
optimal way to distribute the load among the available 
access points.  The  proliferation  of  lightweight  hand-
held  devices with built in high-speed Wi-Fi network 
cards and the significant benefit of any-where any-time 
Internet access has spurred the deployment of wireless 
“hot-spot” networks [II]. It is easy to find wireless local 
area networks (WLANs) in classrooms, offices, airports, 
hotels, and malls. A key challenge for organizations that 
deploy WLANs is capacity management, making the 
best use of the available resources to derive the best 
return on investment while satisfying client service 
demands. Previous studies of public-area wireless 
networks have shown that client service demands are 
highly dynamic in terms of both time of day and 
location, and that client load is often distributed 
unevenly among wireless access points (APs) Clients 
tend to localize themselves in particular areas of the 
network for various reasons, such As availability of 
favorable network connectivity, proximity to power 
outlets, classrooms. 

 
Fig. 2 :  Clients connected with server 

 In WLANs, cell breathing can be implemented by 
controlling the transmission power of an AP’s beacon  
packets. Note that we do not change the transmission  
power of data packets to avoid degrading clients’ per- 
formance. More specifically, when data packets  
reduces, the AP may see higher data packet losses, or  
even adapt to a lower sending rate, both of which 
degrade  the client’s performance. In comparison, 
changing the transmission  power of beacon packets 
only affect how clients associate with APs, and does not 
affect the loss rate or sending rate of data packets, which 
matches our  goal well. Finding the appropriate power 
assignment at APs to automatically achieve load 
balancing is a challenging problem. To our knowledge, 
the cell breathing algorithms proposed for cellular 
networks are based on local heuristics, and do not 
provide performance guarantees In this we develop 
power control algorithms for the following two cases: (i) 
APs are able to adjust Their power to any level 
(continuous-power assignment), and (ii) APs are able to 
adjust their power to only some discrete power levels 
(i.e., discrete-power assignment). when client demands 
are homogeneous  (i.e., all clients have the same 
demand), we can always compute  such  a  power  
assignment  -  we  can  set  the powers of all APs in such 
a way that after all the clients  choose their AP based on 
RSSI, either all the clients can be served by the APs or 
all the APs are fully utilized. For heterogeneous 
demands (i.e., clients can have different demands), we 
apply the same approach, and prove that  
it can completely satisfy at least N − K clients, where  
N is the number of clients, and K is the number of APs  
(Note that K is often much smaller than N in practical  
scenarios). For discrete-power assignment, we develop a 
greedy algorithm. The high level idea of our algorithm 
is as follows. We start by setting the powers of all APs 
to the highest value, and then we choose the best power 
configuration resulting from iteratively decreasing the 
power of overloaded APs. This approach is intuitive and 
easy to implement. Moreover, it only requires 
knowledge of APs’ load, which is easy to Obtain. We 
show that if there exists a power assignment such that 
each AP has capacity to accommodate the demands 
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assigned to it, our algorithm can find the solution in a 
polynomial time. In addition, we consider two 
extensions to the above algorithms: (1) dynamic 
adjustment of APs’ power in response to changes in 
clients’ load while limiting the number of hand-offs, and 
(2) minimizing APs’ transmission power to reduce 
interference 

II.  TYPES OF LOAD BALANCING 
ALGORITHMS 

 The basic idea of a load balancing is to equalize 
loads at all computers by transferring loads to idle or 
heavily loaded computers. Load balancing algorithms 
can broadly be classified into three categories.  

• Static algorithms   
• Dynamic algorithms 
• Adaptive algorithms 

A. Static Algorithms: 

 In static algorithms, load balancing decisions are 
hard-wired in the algorithm using a priori knowledge of 
the system. The overhead entailed in static algorithms is 
almost nil.  

B.    Dynamic Algorithms: 

 Dynamic algorithms use system state information 
(the loads at nodes) to make load balancing decisions. 
Dynamic algorithms have t he potential to outperform 
the static algorithms, since they are able to exploit the 
short term fluctuations in the system to improve 
performance. But they incur overhead in the collection, 
storage and analysis of system state. 

C. Adaptive Algorithms:  

 Adaptive algorithms are a special class of dynamic 
algorithms which adapt their activities by dynamically 
changing the parameters of the algorithm to suit the 
changing system state. Our results show the algorithms 
are effective for improving throughput. Under high 
load, the improvement is up to 50% for uniform client 
distributions, and up to an order of magnitude for non 
uniform distribution of clients’ locations. 

 Another load balancing technique is Persistent load 
balancing technique. This load balancing technique 
does not make any use of software or hardware node 
and the customer is allowed to select their respective 
server and get services from that server. This process is 
very transparent and useful from client point of view as 
it discloses the presence of multiple servers at the 
backend. This technique assigns each new client with 
different set of server on a round robin allocation basis. 
This process of load balancing ensures that each new 
client is assigned with specific server and no server is 
overloaded with particular client. 

III.  DIVISIBLE LOAD THEORY  

 Divisible Load Theory (DLT) initially originated 
from the need   of creating intelligent sensor networks, 
but it’s most recent applications involve parallel and 
distributed computing. The first published research on 
divisible load theory appeared in a 1988 .The increasing 
prevalence of multiprocessor systems and data-intensive 
computing has created a need for efficient scheduling of 
computing loads, especially parallel loads that are 
divisible among processors and links. Divisible Load 
Theory involves the study of an optimal distribution of 
partition able loads among a number of processors and 
links. A load that can be arbitrarily distributed over a 
number of processors and communication links is called 
a partition able data parallel load. Divisible load theory 
offers a tractable and realistic approach to scheduling 
that allows integrated modeling of computation and 
communication in parallel and distributed computing 
systems. The main objective of the Divisible Load 
Theory is to optimally partition the processing load 
among a network of processors which are connected 
through communication links such that the entire load 
can be distributed and processed in the shortest possible 
span of time. Hence there is no precedence relations 
among the data involved in the computation process. 
DLT offers easy computation, a schematic language, 
and equivalent network element modeling. Since DLT 
does not take into account the precedence relations 
among data, it resumes that computation and 
communication loads can be arbitrarily partitioned 
among numerous processors and links, respectively. 
While it can incorporate stochastic features, but the 
primary model does not make statistical assumptions, 
which can be a drawback in a performance evaluation 
model. An example taken from illustrates how DLT 
work in a real life situation. A typical divisible load 
scheduling application might involve a credit card 
company that must process 30 million accounts each 
month. The company could conceivably send 300,000 
records to each of 100 processors, but simply splitting 
the load equally among processors does not take into 
account different computer and communication link 
speeds, the scheduling policy, or the interconnection 
network. Divisible load theory provides the 
mathematical machinery to do time-optimal processing. 
There are so many different potential situations in which 
an accurate and tractable approach to divisible load 
scheduling would be useful. 

IV.  MIN-MAX LOAD BALANCING  

 The algorithms presented minimize the load of the 
congested AP, but they do not necessarily balance the 
load of the no congested APs. In this section consider 
min-max load balancing approach that not only 
minimizes the network congestion load but also 
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balances the load of the no congested APs. 
Unfortunately, min-max load balancing is NP -hard 
problem and it is hard to find even an approximated 
solution. In this paper, we solve a variant of the min-
max problem, termed min-max priority-load balancing 
problem, whose optimal solution can be found in 
polynomial time. We present our algorithm for this 
problem in the limited knowledge case. Obviously, it 
can be used for the complete knowledge case as well. 
We propose an AP-centric approach to transparently 
balance load across different APs. The main challenge 
in this approach is to find appropriate transmission 
power for each AP such that the total client demand that 
APs can serve is maximized when clients use the basic 
associations scheme (i.e., associate with the AP with 
highest (RSSI). In order to formally specify the power 
control problem, we first introduce the following 
notations. 

• K: The number of APs 
• N: The number of clients 
• Ci: The capacity of AP i 
• d (i, j): The distance between AP i and client j 
• α: signal attenuation factor 
• Pi: AP i’s power 
• Di: client i’s demand 
• Pr (i, j): received power from AP i at client j 
• Li: The total load served at AP i 

 Based on the notations listed above, we now 
formulate  the power control problem as follow. Given 
K, N, Ci,  Di, and d (i, j), our goal is to find the 
transmission throughput (i.e., maximizing ∑i Li)ogiven I 
that client mj is assigned to AP i when P= min(Ci, ∑i′, j) 
for all  i′ � {1, 2, ..., K}, and Li  Dj ) for all clients j that 
are mapped to AP i. The last equation reflects the fact 
that the maximum client demand the AP i can service, 
Li, is bounded by its capacity and the total client 
demands that are assigned to it. Note that when there 
are multiple APs with similar RSSI, the client is 
randomly assigned to one of them. 

 
Fig. 3: Transmit to access point 

V. COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE ALGORITHM 

 This present the complete knowledge algorithm. 
The user-AP association and the corresponding AP load 
are known a priori for all possible beacon power 
assignments. The algorithm starts with the maximal 
power state in which all APs transmit with the maximal 
power. This state dominates all other state and, in 
particular, the optimal states.  The algorithm, iteratively, 
calculates the bottleneck set B. Based on the calculated  
set  B,  the  algorithm determines  whether  it needs to 
apply another set power reduction operation or an  
optimal  state  is  found.  To this end, it utilizes two 
termination conditions. The first condition checks if B 
¼ A. Recall that from  it follows that reducing the 
transmission power of all APs does not change the user- 
AP  association.  Consequently, it cannot reduce the 
maximal AP load.  In  reality,  this  condition  is  
satisfied when  the  load  of  all  APs  are   balanced  
and  any  power reduction operation will cause some 
APs to be congested The second condition checks if the 
bottleneck set B contains an AP that transmits with the 
minimal transmits- power. In such case, the power level 
of all APs in B cannot be equally decreased and the 
algorithm halts. Such a case, typically, occurs when the 
AP load is not balanced and the algorithm attempts to 
reduce the maximal load by repeatedly reducing the 
power of the congested APs. In this section, we present 
power control algorithms for the cases when APs can 
adjust their power to any value (i.e., continuous power). 
The algorithms in this section require APs to estimate 
the received power at different clients 

 
Fig. 4: Transmit with distance 

Proof: Let F be the feasible (optimal) power assignment. 
Suppose for 1 ≤ ia  ≤  h, the power of AP a in F  is Pia a  
It is easy to see thata if ia  ≤ ia, we find a power 
assignment in which all  clients’ demands are served 
without overloading APs  (since the algorithm 
terminates at non-zero power only  when it finds a 
solution in which all client demands are  satisfied). Next 
we prove ia ≤ ia holds. Suppose by contradiction, during 
the while loop, there is an AP a for ia = ia + 1. Since the 
powers of all other APs are atleast the power in the 
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optimal power assignment, the total demands of clients 
that prefer AP a can be at most the total demands 
assigned to an in F. This cannot be more than its 
capacity according to the definition of F. Therefore it is 
a contradiction. Reducing the transmission power of an 
AP affects the channel quality of all of its associated 
users, and this effect is not limited to those users that we 
intend to shift. The users who remain associated with 
the considered AP also  experience  lower  channel  
quality  and  may  have  to communicate  at  a  lower  bit  
rate  than  before.  This may  result  in  longer  
transmission  time  of  user  traffic, which  effectively  
increases  the  user  load contributions on the AP, if the 
AP load is determined by considering not  by  the  
number  of  users  but  by  the  effective  user 
throughput.  Thus, we may end up with increasing the 
load of APs. In this, it presented the problem of load 
balancing in wireless sensor network using traditional 
divisible load theory. It extended an existing load 
balancing approach which allocates load in a wireless 
sensor network connected in star topology. In our 
proposed model we have considered the allocation time 
and found that the reporting time is less in case of the 
strategy immediate measurement and concurrent 
reporting than immediate measurement and 
simultaneous reporting. Among the existing strategies 
for the star topology we have found from simulations 
that simultaneous measurement and concurrent reporting 
has minimum reporting time. Among the two strategies 
considered for bus topology the strategy no control 
processor and processors with front end processor has 
less reporting time. Also in the existing strategies if the 
allocation time is considered then our proposed 
strategies has less reporting time.  

VI. LBA 

 This algorithm introduces the LBA (Load 
Balancing Agent) to the access points which is used to 
create three distinct states at each access point. 

• Under-loaded 

 The access point can accept clients that either entire 
the network or are roaming from neighboring access 
points.  

• Balanced 

 The access point can only accept clients that enter 
the network. 

• Over Loaded 

 The access point can't accept any clients that either 
enter the network or are roaming from neighboring 
access points.  At this point, the access point forces the 
handover of current Stations (clients) to reduce its load 
level.  

Fig. 5: Results 

 The results about the distance algorithm show that 
the access point 1 has the most load according to the 
packets per time that there are throughout the simulation 
time. 

 
Fig. 6 : load balancing with distance 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 We developed power control algorithms that 
maximize system throughput. In this section, we study 
how to simultaneously maximize system throughput and 
minimize APs’ power. Power minimization is helpful to 
reduce interference among different APs. For ease of 
explanation, we consider homogeneous client demands. 
The same approach can be applied to split table 
heterogeneous client demands. To validate the 
effectiveness of the load balancing scheme, we evaluate 
the performance of the resource management policies. 
The performance is compared with that of two reference 
schemes. The first one applies a random network 
selection, in which an incoming service request in the 
overlaying area is directed to the cellular network and 
WLAN with equal probabilities. No vertical handoff 
from the cell to the overlaying WLAN is considered 
since this handoff is not necessary to maintain a 
connection. The second reference scheme uses a 
network selection mechanism the assignment   
probabilities are adapted to the traffic loads of different 
services. Vertical handoff between the cell and WLAN 
is taken into account but only limited to the boundary of 
the WLAN coverage. The performance of the two 
reference schemes is evaluated by the analytical 
approach .On the other hand, for the load balancing 
vertical handoff is also performed when a user moves 

Client Rate (Mbps) - 
AP1 

Rate (Mbps) - 
AP2

Client1 50 34 
Client2 44 21 
Client3 11 2 
Client4 24 54 
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within the WLAN coverage so as to relieve temporary 
congestion and maximize utilization. Computer 
simulation is used to evaluate its performance due to 
difficulties in analytical modeling.  
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